. Histogram plots compare the frequency distribution of aspect ratios in x-y view of cells in monolayers and isolated cells. Variance in x-y aspect ratio is not different. Figure S2 . x-y and corresponding x-z views of cells of monolayers in control, cytochalasin-D treated, Ecadherin inhibited, ML-7 treated and blebbistatin treated conditions. Treatment with cytochalasin-D, blebbistatin and E-cadherin antibody disrupted the cell-cell linkages and caused rounded nuclear apexes. Statistical data is available in Tables 1 and 2 for these conditions. (Shewan et al., 2005) , phosphomyosin staining was observed in cell-cell contacts in control monolayers, while this staining was lost upon ML-7 treatment. Plot shows quantitative comparisons of averaged corrected total cell fluorescence using the method of (McCloy et al., 2014) ; images were captured under constant microscope settings for control and ML-7 treatment. * corresponds to p<0.01.
Figure S2. x-y and corresponding x-z views of cells of monolayers in control, cytochalasin-D treated, Ecadherin inhibited, ML-7 treated and blebbistatin treated conditions. Treatment with cytochalasin-D, blebbistatin and E-cadherin antibody disrupted the cell-cell linkages and caused rounded nuclear apexes. Statistical data is available in Tables 1 and 2 for these conditions. (Shewan et al., 2005) , phosphomyosin staining was observed in cell-cell contacts in control monolayers, while this staining was lost upon ML-7 treatment. Plot shows quantitative comparisons of averaged corrected total cell fluorescence using the method of (McCloy et al., 2014) ; images were captured under constant microscope settings for control and ML-7 treatment. * corresponds to p<0.01.
Geometrical explanation for decreased height of the nucleus in a monolayer compared to isolated cells.
Here we show that a nucleus with a flat apical surface will have a smaller height H than one with a rounded apical surface, for the same surface area, A, and volume V. We represent the nucleus as a short cylinder of radius a and height b, with a spherical cap of height h, as shown in the cross-section below. Since A and V are assumed fixed, the dimensions a and b depend on h.
The total height of the nucleus is . When curved cap region increases in height, some of nuclear volume is contained in the cap, and the cylindrical volume and height must reduce correspondingly. The total height increases with h when (1) where
The total area and volume are (2) (3) respectively. We look at the case where the apical surface is nearly flat and ask whether the inequality in Eq. 1 holds. Setting the derivatives of constant A and V with respect to zero,
yields a' and b' at h = 0,
Plugging b' into the inequality Eq 1, provides the condition where the total height increases with h:
Hence, for a nucleus with a radius greater than 1.5X its height (typically the case for cells), it is expected to have a lower height when the apical nuclear surface is flat in a monolayer (h = 0) rather than rounded (in isolated cells).
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